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avoided by recognizing potentially hazardous situations before an accident occurs. A person
must be alert to potential hazards. This person should also have the necessary training, skills
and tools to perform these functions properly. Improper operation, lubrication, maintenance or
repair of this product can be dangerous and could result in injury or death. Do not operate or
perform any lubrication, maintenance or repair on this product, until you have read and
understood the operation, lubrication, maintenance and repair information. Safety precautions
and warnings are provided in this manual and on the product. If these hazard warnings are not
heeded, bodily injury or death could occur to you or to other persons. The meaning of this
safety alert symbol is as follows: Attention! Become Alert! Your Safety is Involved. The
message that appears under the warning explains the hazard and can be either written or
pictorially presented. Caterpillar cannot anticipate every possible circumstance that might
involve a potential hazard. The warnings in this publication and on the product are, therefore,
not all inclusive. You should also ensure that the product will not be damaged or be made
unsafe by the operation, lubrication, maintenance or repair procedures that you choose. These
changes can affect the service that is given to the product. Obtain the complete and most
current information before you start any job. Caterpillar dealers have the most current
information available. Failure to heed this warning can lead to prema- ture failures, product
damage, personal injury or death. The information includes the metering of power. Set P to 1 for
Gas engines. Set P to 2 for EUI engines. Failure to set setpoint P can result in improper engine
operation, incorrect display of engine parameters, and logging an erroneous CID diagnostic
code. The part number can be used to identify the effectivity of any changes. The serial number
which is shown on the display and the actual serial number will always match. Fault Indicators
The ten fault indicators are used in order to show a fault that is present. The ten fault indicators
are also used to describe a fault that is present. The fault indicators are divided into four
groups. The four groups are the fault alarm indicator 4 , the spare fault indicators 2 , the fault
shutdown indicator 3 and the dedicated shutdown indicators 1. The alarm fault does not cause
the engine status to change. The engine is able to start. The engine will continue operating, only
if the engine is running at the time of the alarm fault. Fault alarm indicator 4 is accompanied by
an alarm fault code that is shown on upper display 5 when the alarm codes key is pressed. The
engine is shutdown if the engine is running and the engine is not allowed to start. Fault
shutdown indicator 3 is accompanied by a fault code that is immediately shown on the upper
display 5. The yellow spare fault indicators 2 FLASH when the conditions that are associated
with that spare fault are active. The three spare faults can be programmed to show coolant loss,
oil temperature, spare fault condition or no assignment. The spare fault condition may be a
customer generated switch input. The yellow fault alarm indicator 4 or the red fault shutdown
indicator 3 will accompany the spare fault indicators 2. The spare fault indicators will tell
whether the spare fault input is programmed to be an alarm condition or a shutdown condition.
Spare 1 becomes the voltage indicator. This indicator will illuminate when the difference
between the bus voltage and the oncoming generator voltage are within acceptable limits. Spare
2 becomes the frequency indicator. This indicator will illuminate when the frequency difference
between the bus and the oncoming generator are within acceptable limits. Spare 3 becomes the
phase match indicator. This indicator illuminates when the phase difference between the bus
and the oncoming generator are within acceptable limits. The red dedicated shutdown
indicators 1 represent the following shutdown faults: low oil pressure, emergency stop, high
water temperature, engine overspeed and engine overcrank. The engine is shutdown if the
engine is running, and the engine is not allowed to start. No fault codes are associated with the
dedicated shutdown indicators because each indicator has a descriptive label. The conditions
that are required to activate the dedicated fault shutdowns are in the following list. The results
of each dedicated fault are in the following list. There are two low oil pressure setpoints. One
setpoint is used when the engine is at idle speed. The other setpoint is used when the engine is
at rated speed. The engine is not allowed to start until the fault is corrected. The engine is not

allowed to start until the condition is corrected. The engine is shutdown and the engine is not
allowed to start until the fault is corrected. The engine continues to run and the engine
continues to start instead of shutting down. The operator or the service technician must decide
to override these shutdown faults. Upper Display g Illustration 8 Upper Display 5 With All
Segments The primary function of the upper display 5 is showing the following information of
the generator output: AC voltage, current, and frequency. Several options are available on the
upper display for AC metering. These options can be viewed one at a time by pressing the AC
Meter key on the keypad. The options are listed below. Lower Display g Illustration 14 Lower
Display 6 With All Segments The lower display 6 shows values for power metering, engine
parameters and the relay status. The left side of the lower display serves as a power meter for
the generator set. The following functions will scroll automatically. The display will show a
particular parameter continuously. The additional functions are shown below. A negative value
indicates reverse power. The right side of lower display 6 shows the value of certain engine
parameters. The parameters are listed below. The upper display will be showing a
corresponding diagnostic code for the sensor. The value for one of these conditions is shown
on the display for two seconds. The display then scrolls to the value for the next condition.
When the engine meter key is pressed, the lower display 6 stops scrolling. The lower display
continuously shows one particular value. K2, K4, K6, K7 and K8 are not active. The relay status
indicators are on the bottom of the lower display. When a relay is not activated, the
corresponding indicator K1, K2, etc is not shown. The seven keys have two sets of functions,
normal functions and service functions. The normal functions of the keys are described in the
following paragraphs. Power Meter Key â€” This key controls the viewing of power meter
information. This information is shown on the lower display. The default power meter data then
resumes scrolling. Pressing the key causes the display to show a different set of parameters.
Engine Meter Key â€” This key controls the viewing of engine parameters on the lower display.
Pressing the key stops the scrolling of engine conditions. The value for one particular engine
condition will show continuously. The scrolling of the engine conditions will resume when the
engine meter key is pressed again. Every segment of upper display 5 and lower display 6 are
ON. On the optional alarm module, all of the indicators are ON and the horn sounds. The lamp
test function automatically turns off if an operator presses the key and holds the key for longer
than ten seconds. Pressing this key again will resume the showing of generator AC output
information on the upper display 5. If fault alarm indicator 4 is OFF, this key has no function.
The relays are permanently attached within the relay module. The relays are not removable. The
entire relay module is replaced if a relay has failed. Some of the contacts of the relays are
internally connected to the terminals of the relay module. Jumper block 1 is installed for
systems with volts full scale AC inputs. Jumper block 1 is NOT installed for systems with volts
full scale AC inputs or for any unit with external potential transformers. The relay module comes
factory equipped with the jumper block 1 installed. The relays and the functions are listed
below. The circuit breaker is located in the generator housing. This trips the optional circuit
breaker when a shutdown fault occurs. This output is not used on the C32 package generator
set. This contacts are for customer use. It is programmable to activate for a variety of
conditions. The engine shuts down after the remote initiating contacts open. A cooldown period
for the engine is programmable for 0 to 30 minutes. The cooldown period allows the engine to
cool before the engine shuts down. Also, any fault indicators are reset. The SAP is also used to
lower the engine speed. The VAS switch is also used to lower the generator voltage. The data
link has two functions. This data link is used for two-way communication with the engine ECM.
The engine oil temperature sensor is mounted on the outside of one of the engine oil galleries.
The exact location depends on the engine model. The sensor continuously generates a PWM
signal. The base frequency of the signal is constant at Hz to Hz. The engine coolant loss sensor
is usually mounted near the top of the engine radiator. There are three setpoints that are related
to the loss of engine coolant. The related setpoints are P, P and P The sensor creates a sine
wave signal from passing ring gear teeth at the rate of one pulse per tooth. The frequency of the
signal is directly proportional to the speed of the engine. The frequency is measured at one
pulse per gear tooth in order to determine the engine speed. There are four setpoints that are
related to the engine speed. The related setpoints are P, P, P and P A brief description of each
mode follows this paragraph. Refer to the individual topics for more detailed information. The
operator can identify normal mode by observing the display area. The fault shutdown indicator
is OFF. The operator can identify the Alarm Mode by observing the display area. The operator
can identify the shutdown mode by observing the display area. The operator can identify
service mode by observing the display area. Some alarm conditions may stop the process of
Synchronization. Normal mode is also used to control the generator set. Engine Starting
Sequence 1. The signal will be one of two. The engine cranks until the cycle crank time reaches

the setpoint for total crank time or until the engine starts. The factory default of the setpoint is
10 seconds of crank time and 10 seconds of rest time. In order to adjust the cranking time,
adjust the cranking parameters in the ECM. Factory default for crank terminate is RPM. The
factory default of setpoint P is rpm. The cooldown period is the setpoint P The spare output is
activated only if the spare output SP07 has been programmed for this purpose. The spare
output can activate the slave relay during the cooldown cycle. The circuit breaker is then
activated , removing load from the generator set.. The EGR is deactivated after the engine oil
pressure decreases to less than the setpoint for low oil pressure shutdown at idle speed SP
Before the engine speed reaches 0 rpm, a restart of the engine is possible. The cooldown timer
is bypassed and the spare data output is deactivated. An alarm fault is not critical but an alarm
fault is potentially serious. An alarm fault precedes certain dedicated shutdown faults. An alarm
fault can be protective relaying functions that have been enabled as an alarm fault. A
corresponding fault code is then shown on the upper display. This fault code can be an AL fault
code, a SP fault code or a diagnostic fault code. Note: When the operator overrides a shutdown
fault to be an alarm fault, the corresponding dedicated fault shutdown indicator is on
continuously. The fault shutdown indicator stays on continuously if the particular fault occurs.
The shutdown fault is treated as an alarm fault. For the shutdown faults that are overridden, a
fault code is not shown on the upper display. The dedicated shutdown faults that can be
overridden are low oil pressure and high coolant temperature. Alarm faults do not have an
immediate adverse effect on the generator set. However, the operator should investigate the
cause of the alarm fault condition at the earliest opportunity. If the operation of the generator
set is mandatory then the procedure to start and stop is identical to normal mode. Alarm Mode
Sequence 1. An alarm fault occurs. Correct the alarm fault. A shutdown fault is critical.
Shutdown Mode Sequence 1. This activates the optional circuit breaker shunt trip coil. Note:
The spare output may also be programmed to activate when a shutdown occurs. This output
can drive a relay in order to open the circuit breaker, or the output can open a transfer switch.
The Electronic Governor Relay EGR is deactivated when the engine oil pressure reaches the
setpoint P for low oil pressure shutdown at idle speed 70 kPa 10 psi. The lower display
continues to show the engine data. The relay status indicators show. K6 ASR will also show if
engine speed does not decrease at least rpm. K7 is not shown for ETR fuel systems. Engine
Start Sequence After Shutdown 1. Correct the shutdown fault. There are several paralleling
functions within Parallel Mode. Additional components must be added in order to perform
proper load control when paralleling with a utility. These subjects are beyond the scope of this
manual. Consult your Caterpillar Dealer for more information. When synchronization conditions
are met, activates for a programmed duration. Activates for a programmed duration. When
synchronization conditions are met, activates continuously. Enables manual breaker closure.
Not activated. Glossary Bus â€” The common power conducting wires or bars to which all
power sources within the power system are connected through individual circuit breakers. Dead
Bus â€” A bus from which all of the available power sources are disconnected. Incoming
Generator â€” The generator that is being connected to the bus Generator Circuit Breaker â€” A
mechanical device that has the ability to make, carry, or interrupt the phase currents between
the incoming generator and the bus. Phase Sequence â€” The order that the phase voltages
pass the zero crossover. The individual sine waves must appear in the same sequence for the
bus and the incoming generator. Generator Circuit Breaker Closure Time â€” The amount of
time required for the breaker to close its contacts after its closing control circuit is energized.
Oscillate â€” To move back and forth with a steady, uninterrupted rhythm. A revolving square is
used to indicate the phase angle and the frequency relationship between the bus and the
incoming generator. RPM indicators â€” Indicates frequency relationship between the bus and
the generator. These indicators are only used in the Permissive Mode. Phase Angle â€” The
relative angle between the corresponding phase voltages of the incoming generator to those of
the bus. Increasing the damping setpoint P will increase the damping effect. Close Breaker
Sensor â€” A set of normally open auxiliary contacts on the generator circuit breaker that
indicate when the generator circuit breaker is closed. A square symbol revolves around the
perimeter of the display in order to indicate the phase angle and frequency relationship between
the bus and the incoming generator. Rotating counterclockwise Frequency of the incoming
generator is less than the bus. Stopped in any position other than top center Frequency of the
incoming generator and bus are the same. The phases are different. Stopped at top center
Frequency of the incoming generator and bus are the same. The upper display toggles between
the incoming generator phase C-A voltage and frequency. Pressing the AC meter keypad will
stop the toggling and the upper display will show only the generator voltage and frequency or
the voltage of the bus and the frequency of the bus. The Generator And the Bus are not
synchronized. The response is tuned for optimum speed and smoothness. Note: Before the

operator begins the synchronization tuning procedure, the governor for the engine and the fuel
system should be adjusted. The adjustment provides optimum performance. Changes to the
governor settings will require retuning of the Speed Adjust 1 output. Refer to the appropriate
governor service manual. DO NOT proceed with synchronization tuning or attempt to parallel
the generator before completing these adjustments. Note: For optimum performance,
synchronization tuning should be performed under the same temperature conditions as the
synchronization will be performed. Adjusting any one of these setpoints will not affect the other
two settings. This requirement can be enabled or disabled with setpoint P Setpoint P
determines the acceptable range. The voltages must be within acceptable tolerances. The
acceptable range is determined by setpoint P The dwell time for the acceptable phase angle is
determined by setpoint P Tuning Procedure 1. Enter Service Mode and program the following
setpoints under OP P is set to 1 to enable synchronization. P is set to 2. Ensure that the other
setpoints are programmed to the default setting that is programmed in the factory. Exit Service
Mode. Start both units via remote start contact, and allow the unit that will not be tuned to to
close to the bus. Adjust the engine speed so that the frequency of the generator is 0. Enter
Service Mode and select OP Wait for twenty seconds. Then note the position of the
synchroscope pointer. If the synchroscope pointer is not oscillating at least two segments,
proceed to Step 6. If the synchroscope pointer is oscillating, proceed to Step 8. Enter the
service mode and select OP Adjust P upward by a small increment. Repeat the previous two
steps until the synchroscope pointer is oscillating steadily at least two segments at the end of
20 seconds. When this happens, adjust setpoint P to 60 and proceed to Step 9. Note the setting
of Setpoint P This is done by multiplying Setpoint P by 0. Reset Setpoint P to the new value. For
example, when the engine oscillates for 20 seconds, P is set to Multiplying 80 by 0. P is then set
to Set P to 2. Otherwise, proceed to Step When this happens, adjust setpoint P to and proceed
to Step Lower settings for P can be tried. If oscillation and overshoot are acceptable proceed to
Step Repeat this and the previous step until oscillation and overshoot are acceptable. For
optimum performance, further adjustment of setpoints P, P and P may be necessary. Usually,
the P setpoint should be somewhat lower than P for optimum performance. Setpoint P should
only be adjusted high enough for maximum stability. Synchronization Sequence Of Operation
Note: Before attempting to execute these functions, ensure that the Synchronization Tuning
Procedure has been completed. The following sequence of operations assumes the switches
are in these positions. Changing either of these switch positions will interrupt the automatic
mode of operation and prevent the circuit breaker from automatically closing. Upon receipt of a
remote system start signal, the generator set will start and begin ramping to rated speed and
voltage. This process continues until one of the generator sets closes to the dead bus or the fail
to parallel time delay expires. Detailed explanation follows: a. After a 0. The second generator
set will then begin the automatic dead bus close sequence, starting at step 4. The DBTR must
be energized. The bus must be dead, as indicated by the DBR. A CBCR contact will energize the
circuit breaker close coil, automatically closing the circuit breaker. Live Bus Close 1. When a
source is present on the load bus, the dead bus relay is energized, indicating the bus is live.
Breaker closure is prevented until the fault is corrected. If the circuit breaker is not closed
within 45 seconds of receipt of remote start signal, the fail to parallel alarm will activate and
initiate a generator set shutdown. The following sequence of operations assumes the switch is
in this position. Changing the switch position will interrupt the manual mode of operation and
prevent the circuit breaker from being manually closed. This will energize the VBR. A CBCR
contact will energize the circuit breaker close coil, closing the circuit breaker. Service personnel
use the options to obtain information about the generator set, and the operator can program
functions of the generator set. In Service Mode, the keys on the keypad have different functions,
and the keys on the keypad have different names. The preceding illustration shows the name of
each key in Service Mode. The service functions of the keys are listed below. Scroll Right Key
â€” This key is used to view information and scroll information. When you are entering the
password, this key represents the number 1. Scroll Up Key â€” This key is used to scroll up
information or this key is used to increase the value of information. When you are entering the
password this key represents the number 2. Scroll Down Key â€” This key is used to scroll
down through information or this key is used to decrease the value of information. When you
are entering the password, this key represents the number 3. Select Key â€” To view an option,
use the Select Key. To change an option, use the Select Key. To start the scrolling of
information, use the Select Key. Exit Key â€” This key is used to exit Service Mode. The display
now returns to Normal Mode. To permanently change a shutdown fault from an active shutdown
fault to an inactive shutdown fault, the fault must not be occurring. The desired option OP1
through OP11 can now be selected. Each option is described in the topics that follow. Password
entry reduces the possibility of mistakenly altering information. OP3 is the option that is used

for password entry. The password must be correctly entered before access is gained to OP4
through OP Option OP1 and option OP2 are used for viewing information. Option OP1 and
option OP2 are not protected with passwords. The fault log contains a history of the diagnostic
codes. These diagnostic codes have occurred in the generator set system since the last service
diagnostic code clearing. Also, the total number of occurrences are shown on the upper
display. The fault log assists when service personnel are troubleshooting the generator set
system. The CID informs the operator of the component that may have failed. The FMI describes
the type of failure that has occurred. Only inactive diagnostic codes are stored in the fault log.
An active diagnostic code that is programmed to be treated as an alarm fault becomes inactive
when the problem is no longer occurring. If a diagnostic code is logged at 20 hours, then the
code remains logged until the hour meter is at hours. This feature prevents old diagnostic
codes from clogging the fault log, if service personnel have forgotten to clear the fault log after
correcting diagnostic codes. Note: Any active shutdown fault must be made inactive in order to
access service mode. To permanently change a shutdown fault from an active shutdown fault to
an inactive fault, the fault must not be occurring. If more than one diagnostic code is present
then the codes begin scrolling on the display. The diagnostic codes stop scrolling. Diagnostic
codes continue scrolling. The display is now in normal mode. The setpoints are from P through
P and the setpoints are programmable. These setpoints are from P through P and the setpoints
are programmable. None of these items are programmable by service personnel. The following
information is shown on the display. The displayed serial number will always match the number
on the label. The AC factory calibration setpoints contain information that is used during the
factory calibration. These setpoints are not programmable by service personnel. Procedure To
View The Setpoints Note: The engine may be running or the engine may be stopped while the
operator is viewing the setpoints. Note: An active shutdown fault must be made inactive in
order to access service mode. Go to Step 3 in order to view the setpoints that are within OP The
display will show OP or OP Go to Step 3. The ten digit serial number is showing on the display
for OP The next setpoint value is showing. Repeat this step until all the desired setpoints and
the setpoint values are viewed. The display returns to the normal mode. The setpoints from P to
P are programmable. Options for the service modes OP4 through OP11 are protected with
passwords. The passwords reduce the possibility of mistakenly altering information. Options
OP1 and OP2 are used to view information. OP1 and OP2 are not protected with passwords. The
password cannot be changed. After the password is entered, the OP4 through OP10 options can
be accessed. Note: Any active shutdown fault must be made inactive in order to access Service
Mode. OP 4 is showing. Note: Once the password is entered, any option can be accessed. The
password remains activated until Service Mode is exited. You just clipped your first slide!
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Login determines language preference via the browser settings. Use your browser Help for
instruction to change options. For example, if using IE 9 follow these steps. Account will lock
after 5 incorrect Passwords, Verification codes or responses to Challenge questions. To Reset a
forgotten Password, you have the option to answer challenge questions that you previously
defined or request a verification code to be sent to one of the personal contact destinations that
you previously entered. Business Contact information - This consists of business telephone
number and email address. Business email is required and is used by default for alerts and
some other communications. Optional Personal Contact Information - This consists of a
personal text enabled mobile device number and a personal email address. If provided, these
can be used for verification and alert information. You will be alerted of important account
activity such as wrong answers to challenge questions and wrong passwords entered when
attempting a reset. By default, these messages are sent to your business mail. If you have
chosen the option of entering personal text enabled mobile device number and a personal
email, one or both can be set to receive alerts. Use of personal contact information is optional.
Certain applications may require enhanced authentication including the use of Multi-Factor
devices such as SecurID. Your company contact can assist if you believe you require this.
Please contact your local information security representative and your local support for login
accounts via your company contact or local help desk. This may have been you or someone
else. If someone else did this, they could be trying to reset your password, or it could be a
mistake. Either way, this person has seen your first challenge topic. If the person incorrectly
answers your challenge question, you will receive additional alert. You will also receive an email
if your password is successfully reset. If this was not you, please consider changing your
password and challenge information as a security precaution. If you believe your account has
been compromised, please follow up with your local account support. This Alert indicates that
either your challenge questions have been successfully answered or a verification code was

successfully used to reset your password. If you did not initiate this please see Support section
for contact information. Additionally please attempt to initiate password change and replace
your challenge questions and select a new password. For security purposes, your manager was
cc'ed on the initial alert. This Alert indicates that one of your challenge question answers or a
verification code was entered incorrectly. It is possible that this person has seen your first
challenge topic. If you did not initiate this please consider changing your password and
challenge information as a security precaution. If this was not initiated by you, please change
your password, challenge questions and verify your personal contact information. In addition,
please follow up with your local account support. Please contact your local support for login
accounts via your company contact or local help desk. When you visit this Site, it automatically
collects your Internet Protocol "IP" address and other technical information provided by your
browser e. Cookies are small identifiers stored by your browser software to identify you. This
Site sets only first party cookies. First party cookies are cookies that are set by this Site. This
Site sets these first party cookies as necessary to facilitate the functionality of the site e. These
cookies are used within CWS Login for operation of login and maintaining single-sign-on state.
See paragraph that follows this table. It is only set if the user checks the box to remember the
computer, and is removed after it expires. These cookies are specifically designed for the
Corporate Web Security login server. Other Caterpillar sites may add additional cookies while
browsing. Warning: This is a private network. Unauthorized access is prohibited. Use of this
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Please login again. Alert Options. Before checking the list of problems, check the ECM display
for any diagnostic codes. These codes aid in finding the problem see Diagnosed Problems List.
Before checking the list of problems, check the battery voltage of all electronic controls. To
locate the power terminal connections, refer to the following chart and the Schematics And
Wiring Diagrams section. When servicing or repairing electric power generation equipment, do
the following: a. Make sure the generator engine is stopped. Make sure all batteries are
disconnected. Make sure all capacitors are discharged. Make sure the testing equipment is
designed for and correctly operated for the high voltage and current tests. Failure of improper
test equipment presents a high voltage shock hazard to its user. When the engine-generator, or
any source to which the engine-generator is synchronized to, is operating, voltages up to V are
present in the control panel. Do NOT short these terminals with line voltage to ground with any
part of the body or any conductive material. Loss of life or injury could result from electrical
shock or injury from molten metal. Do NOT connect generator to a utility electrical distribution
system, unless it is isolated from the system. Personal injury or death is possible by electrical
feedback into the distribution system. Open and secure main distribution system switch or, if
the connection is permanent, install a double throw transfer switch to prevent electrical
feedback. Some generators are specifically approved by a utility to run in parallel with the
distribution system and isolation is NOT required. Always check with the utility as to the
applicable circumstances. On generators with higher than volts rating, do NOT use
direct-reading test equipment to measure the voltage or line current, even though the
instrument has higher voltage capacity. Only use voltage and current transformers with a high
voltage reading. On power circuits higher than volts, insulation failure is possible on direct
reading meters and present a high voltage shock to the user. Slideshare uses cookies to
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Views Total views. Actions Shares. No notes for slide. An accident can often be avoided by
recognizing potentially hazardous situations before an accident occurs. A person must be alert
to potential hazards. This person should also have the necessary training, skills and tools to
perform these functions properly. Improper operation, lubrication, maintenance or repair of this
product can be dangerous and could result in injury or death. Do not operate or perform any
lubrication, maintenance or repair on this product, until you have read and understood the
operation, lubrication, maintenance and repair information. Safety precautions and warnings are
provided in this manual and on the product. If these hazard warnings are not heeded, bodily
injury or death could occur to you or to other persons. The meaning of this safety alert symbol
is as follows: Attention! Become Alert! Your Safety is Involved. The message that appears under
the warning explains the hazard and can be either written or pictorially presented. Caterpillar
cannot anticipate every possible circumstance that might involve a potential hazard. The
warnings in this publication and on the product are, therefore, not all inclusive. You should also
ensure that the product will not be damaged or be made unsafe by the operation, lubrication,
maintenance or repair procedures that you choose. These changes can affect the service that is
given to the product. Obtain the complete and most current information before you start any
job. Caterpillar dealers have the most current information available. Failure to heed this warning
can lead to prema- ture failures, product damage, personal injury or death. The information
includes the metering of power. Set P to 1 for Gas engines. Set P to 2 for EUI engines. Failure to
set setpoint P can result in improper engine operation, incorrect display of engine parameters,
and logging an erroneous CID diagnostic code. The part number can be used to identify the
effectivity of any changes. The serial number which is shown on the display and the actual
serial number will always match. Fault Indicators The ten fault indicators are used in order to
show a fault that is present. The ten fault indicators are also used to describe a fault that is
present. The fault indicators are divided into four groups. The four groups are the fault alarm
indicator 4 , the spare fault indicators 2 , the fault shutdown indicator 3 and the dedicated
shutdown indicators 1. The alarm fault does not cause the engine status to change. The engine
is able to start. The engine will continue operating, only if the engine is running at the time of
the alarm fault. Fault alarm indicator 4 is accompanied by an alarm fault code that is shown on
upper display 5 when the alarm codes key is pressed. The engine is shutdown if the engine is
running and the engine is not allowed to start. Fault shutdown indicator 3 is accompanied by a
fault code that is immediately shown on the upper display 5. The yellow spare fault indicators 2
FLASH when the conditions that are associated with that spare fault are active. The three spare
faults can be programmed to show coolant loss, oil temperature, spare fault condition or no
assignment. The spare fault condition may be a customer generated switch input. The yellow
fault alarm indicator 4 or the red fault shutdown indicator 3 will accompany the spare fault
indicators 2. The spare fault indicators will tell whether the spare fault input is programmed to
be an alarm condition or a shutdown condition. Spare 1 becomes the voltage indicator. This
indicator will illuminate when the difference between the bus voltage and the oncoming
generator voltage are within acceptable limits. Spare 2 becomes the frequency indicator. This
indicator will illuminate when the frequency difference between the bus and the oncoming
generator are within acceptable limits. Spare 3 becomes the phase match indicator. This
indicator illuminates when the phase difference between the bus and the oncoming generator
are within acceptable limits. The red dedicated shutdown indicators 1 represent the following
shutdown faults: low oil pressure, emergency stop, high water temperature, engine overspeed
and engine overcrank. The engine is shutdown if the engine is running, and the engine is not
allowed to start. No fault codes are associated with the dedicated shutdown indicators because
each indicator has a descriptive label. The conditions that are required to activate the dedicated
fault shutdowns are in the following list. The results of each dedicated fault are in the following
list. There are two low oil pressure setpoints. One setpoint is used when the engine is at idle
speed. The other setpoint is used when the engine is at rated speed. The engine is not allowed
to start until the fault is corrected. The engine is not allowed to start until the condition is
corrected. The engine is shutdown and the engine is not allowed to start until the fault is
corrected. The engine continues to run and the engine continues to start instead of shutting
down. The operator or the service technician must decide to override these shutdown faults.
Upper Display g Illustration 8 Upper Display 5 With All Segments The primary function of the
upper display 5 is showing the following information of the generator output: AC voltage,
current, and frequency. Several options are available on the upper display for AC metering.
These options can be viewed one at a time by pressing the AC Meter key on the keypad. The
options are listed below. Lower Display g Illustration 14 Lower Display 6 With All Segments The
lower display 6 shows values for power metering, engine parameters and the relay status. The
left side of the lower display serves as a power meter for the generator set. The following

functions will scroll automatically. The display will show a particular parameter continuously.
The additional functions are shown below. A negative value indicates reverse power. The right
side of lower display 6 shows the value of certain engine parameters. The parameters are listed
below. The upper display will be showing a corresponding diagnostic code for the sensor. The
value for one of these conditions is shown on the display for two seconds. The display then
scrolls to the value for the next condition. When the engine meter key is pressed, the lower
display 6 stops scrolling. The lower display continuously shows one particular value. K2, K4,
K6, K7 and K8 are not active. The relay status indicators are on the bottom of the lower display.
When a relay is not activated, the corresponding indicator K1, K2, etc is not shown. The seven
keys have two sets of functions, normal functions and service functions. The normal functions
of the keys are described in the following paragraphs. Power Meter Key â€” This key controls
the viewing of power meter information. This information is shown on the lower display. The
default power meter data then resumes scrolling. Pressing the key causes the display to show a
different set of parameters. Engine Meter Key â€” This key controls the viewing of engine
parameters on the lower display. Pressing the key stops the scrolling of engine conditions. The
value for one particular engine condition will show continuously. The scrolling of the engine
conditions will resume when the engine meter key is pressed again. Every segment of upper
display 5 and lower display 6 are ON. On the optional alarm module, all of the indicators are ON
and the horn sounds. The lamp test function automatically turns off if an operator presses the
key and holds the key for longer than ten seconds. Pressing this key again will resume the
showing of generator AC output information on the upper display 5. If fault alarm indicator 4 is
OFF, this key has no function. The relays are permanently attached within the relay module. The
relays are not removable. The entire relay module is replaced if a relay has failed. Some of the
contacts of the relays are internally connected to the terminals of the relay module. Jumper
block 1 is installed for systems with volts full scale AC inputs. Jumper block 1 is NOT installed
for systems with volts full scale AC inputs or for any unit with external potential transformers.
The relay module comes factory equipped with the jumper block 1 installed. The relays and the
functions are listed below. The circuit breaker is located in the generator housing. This trips the
optional circuit breaker when a shutdown fault occurs. This output is not used on the C32
package generator set. This contacts are for customer use. It is programmable to activate for a
variety of conditions. The engine shuts down after the remote initiating contacts open. A
cooldown period for the engine is programmable for 0 to 30 minutes. The cooldown period
allows the engine to cool before the engine shuts down. Also, any fault indicators are reset. The
SAP is also used to lower the engine speed. The VAS switch is also used to lower the generator
voltage. The data link has two functions. This data link is used for two-way communication with
the engine ECM. The engine oil temperature sensor is mounted on the outside of one of the
engine oil galleries. The exact location depends on the engine model. The sensor continuously
generates a PWM signal. The base frequency of the signal is constant at Hz to Hz. The engine
coolant loss sensor is usually mounted near the top of the engine radiator. There are three
setpoints that are related to the loss of engine coolant. The related setpoints are P, P and P The
sensor creates a sine wave signal from passing ring gear teeth at the rate of one pulse per
tooth. The frequency of the signal is directly proportional to the speed of the engine. The
frequency is measured at one pulse per gear tooth in order to determine the engine speed.
There are four setpoints that are related to the engine speed. The related setpoints are P, P, P
and P A brief description of each mode follows this paragraph. Refer to the individual topics for
more detailed information. The operator can identify normal mode by observing the display
area. The fault shutdown indicator is OFF. The operator can identify the Alarm Mode by
observing the display area. The operator can identify the shutdown mode by observing the
display area. The operator can identify service mode by observing the display area. Some alarm
conditions may stop the process of Synchronization. Normal mode is also used to control the
generator set. Engine Starting Sequence 1. The signal will be one of two. The engine cranks
until the cycle crank time reaches the setpoint for total crank time or until the engine starts. The
factory default of the setpoint is 10 seconds of crank time and 10 seconds of rest time. In order
to adjust the cranking time, adjust the cranking parameters in the ECM. Factory default for
crank terminate is RPM. The factory default of setpoint P is rpm. The cooldown period is the
setpoint P The spare output is activated only if the spare output SP07 has been programmed for
this purpose. The spare output can activate the slave relay during the cooldown cycle. The
circuit breaker is then activated , removing load from the generator set.. The EGR is deactivated
after the engine oil pressure decreases to less than the setpoint for low oil pressure shutdown
at idle speed SP Before the engine speed reaches 0 rpm, a restart of the engine is possible. The
cooldown timer is bypassed and the spare data output is deactivated. An alarm fault is not
critical but an alarm fault is potentially serious. An alarm fault precedes certain dedicated

shutdown faults. An alarm fault can be protective relaying functions that have been enabled as
an alarm fault. A corresponding fault code is then shown on the upper display. This fault code
can be an AL fault code, a SP fault code or a diagnostic fault code. Note: When the operator
overrides a shutdown fault to be an alarm fault, the corresponding dedicated fault shutdown
indicator is on continuously. The fault shutdown indicator stays on continuously if the
particular fault occurs. The shutdown fault is treated as an alarm fault. For the shutdown faults
that are overridden, a fault code is not shown on the upper display. The dedicated shutdown
faults that can be overridden are low oil pressure and high coolant temperature. Alarm faults do
not have an immediate adverse effect on the generator set. However, the operator should
investigate the cause of the alarm fault condition at the earliest opportunity. If the operation of
the generator set is mandatory then the procedure to start and stop is identical to normal mode.
Alarm Mode Sequence 1. An alarm fault occurs. Correct the alarm fault. A shutdown fault is
critical. Shutdown Mode Sequence 1. This activates the optional circuit breaker shunt trip coil.
Note: The spare output may also be programmed to activate when a shutdown occurs. This
output can drive a relay in order to open the circuit breaker, or the output can open a transfer
switch. The Electronic Governor Relay EGR is deactivated when the engine oil pressure reaches
the setpoint P for low oil pressure shutdown at idle speed 70 kPa 10 psi. The lower display
continues to show the engine data. The relay status indicators show. K6 ASR will also show if
engine speed does not decrease at least rpm. K7 is not shown for ETR fuel systems. Engine
Start Sequence After Shutdown 1. Correct the shutdown fault. There are several paralleling
functions within Parallel Mode. Additional components must be added in order to perform
proper load control when paralleling with a utility. These subjects are beyond the scope of this
manual. Consult your Caterpillar Dealer for more information. When synchronization conditions
are met, activates for a programmed duration. Activates for a programmed duration. When
synchronization conditions are met, activates continuously. Enables manual breaker closure.
Not activated. Glossary Bus â€” The common power conducting wires or bars to which all
power sources within the power system are connected through individual circuit breakers. Dead
Bus â€” A bus from which all of the available power sources are disconnected. Incoming
Generator â€” The generator that is being connected to the bus Generator Circuit Breaker â€” A
mechanical device that has the ability to make, carry, or interrupt the phase currents between
the incoming generator and the bus. Phase Sequence â€” The order that the phase voltages
pass the zero crossover. The individual sine waves must appear in the same sequence for the
bus and the incoming generator. Generator Circuit Breaker Closure Time â€” The amount of
time required for the breaker to close its contacts after its closing control circuit is energized.
Oscillate â€” To move back and forth with a steady, uninterrupted rhythm. A revolving square is
used to indicate the phase angle and the frequency relationship between the bus and the
incoming generator. RPM indicators â€” Indicates frequency relationship between the bus and
the generator. These indicators are only used in the Permissive Mode. Phase Angle â€” The
relative angle between the corresponding phase voltages of the incoming generator to those of
the bus. Increasing the damping setpoint P will increase the damping effect. Close Breaker
Sensor â€” A set of normally open auxiliary contacts on the generator circuit breaker that
indicate when the generator circuit breaker is closed. A square symbol revolves around the
perimeter of the display in order to indicate the phase angle and frequency relationship between
the bus and the incoming generator. Rotating counterclockwise Frequency of the incoming
generator is less than the bus. Stopped in any position other than top center Frequency of the
incoming generator and bus are the same. The phases are different. Stopped at top center
Frequency of the incoming generator and bus are the same. The upper display toggles between
the incoming generator phase C-A voltage and frequency. Pressing the AC meter keypad will
stop the toggling and the upper display will show only the generator voltage and frequency or
the voltage of the bus and the frequency of the bus. The Generator And the Bus are not
synchronized. The response is tuned for optimum speed and smoothness. Note: Before the
operator begins the synchronization tuning procedure, the governor for the engine and the fuel
system should be adjusted. The adjustment provides optimum performance. Changes to the
governor settings will require retuning of the Speed Adjust 1 output. Refer to the appropriate
governor service manual. DO NOT proceed with synchronization tuning or attempt to parallel
the generator before completing these adjustments. Note: For optimum performance,
synchronization tuning should be performed under the same temperature conditions as the
synchronization will be performed. Adjusting any one of these setpoints will not affect the other
two settings. This requirement can be enabled or disabled with setpoint P Setpoint P
determines the acceptable range. The voltages must be within acceptable tolerances. The
acceptable range is determined by setpoint P The dwell time for the acceptable phase angle is
determined by setpoint P Tuning Procedure 1. Enter Service Mode and program the following

setpoints under OP P is set to 1 to enable synchronization. P is set to 2. Ensure that the other
setpoints are programmed to the default setting that is programmed in the factory. Exit Service
Mode. Start both units via remote start contact, and allow the unit that will not be tuned to to
close to the bus. Adjust the engine speed so that the frequency of the generator is 0. Enter
Service Mode and select OP Wait for twenty seconds. Then note the position of the
synchroscope pointer. If the synchroscope pointer is not oscillating at least two segments,
proceed to Step 6. If the synchroscope pointer is oscillating, proceed to Step 8. Enter the
service mode and select OP Adjust P upward by a small increment. Repeat the previous two
steps until the synchroscope pointer is oscillating steadily at least two segments at the end of
20 seconds. When this happens, adjust setpoint P to 60 and proceed to Step 9. Note the setting
of Setpoint P This is done by multiplying Setpoint P by 0. Reset Setpoint P to the new value. For
example, when the engine oscillates for 20 seconds, P is set to Multiplying 80 by 0. P is then set
to Set P to 2. Otherwise, proceed to Step When this happens, adjust setpoint P to and proceed
to Step Lower settings for P can be tried. If oscillation and overshoot are acceptable proceed to
Step Repeat this and the previous step until oscillation and overshoot are acceptable. For
optimum performance, further adjustment of setpoints P, P and P may be necessary. Usually,
the P setpoint should be somewhat lower than P for optimum performance. Setpoint P should
only be adjusted high enough for maximum stability. Synchronization Sequence Of Operation
Note: Before attempting to execute these functions, ensure that the Synchronization Tuning
Procedure has been completed. The following sequence of operations assumes the switches
are in these positions. Changing either of these switch positions will interrupt the automatic
mode of operation and prevent the circuit breaker from automatically closing. Upon receipt of a
remote system start signal, the generator set will start and begin ramping to rated speed and
voltage. This process continues until one of the generator sets closes to the dead bus or the fail
to parallel time delay expires. Detailed explanation follows: a. After a 0. The second generator
set will then begin the automatic dead bus close sequence, starting at step 4. The DBTR must
be energized. The bus must be dead, as indicated by the DBR. A CBCR contact will energize the
circuit breaker close coil, automatically closing the circuit breaker. Live Bus Close 1. When a
source is present on the load bus, the dead bus relay is energized, indicating the bus is live.
Breaker closure is prevented until the fault is corrected. If the circuit breaker is not closed
within 45 seconds of receipt of remote start signal, the fail to parallel alarm will activate and
initiate a generator set shutdown. The following sequence of operations assumes the switch is
in this position. Changing the switch position will interrupt the manual mode of operation and
prevent the circuit breaker from being manually closed. This will energize the VBR. A CBCR
contact will energize the circuit breaker close coil, closing the circuit breaker. Service personnel
use the options to obtain information about the generator set, and the operator can program
functions of the generator set. In Service Mode, the keys on the keypad have different functions,
and the keys on the keypad have different names. The preceding illustration shows the name of
each key in Service Mode. The service functions of the keys are listed below. Scroll Right Key
â€” This key is used to view information and scroll information. When you are entering the
password, this key represents the number 1. Scroll Up Key â€” This key is used to scroll up
information or this key is used to increase the value of information. When you are entering the
password this key represents the number 2. Scroll Down Key â€” This key is used to scroll
down through information or this key is used to decrease the value of information. When you
are entering the password, this key represents the number 3. Select Key â€” To view an option,
use the Select Key. To change an option, use the Select Key. To start the scrolling of
information, use the Select Key. Exit Key â€” This key is used to exit Service Mode. The display
now returns to Normal Mode. To permanently change a shutdown fault from an active shutdown
fault to an inactive shutdown fault, the fault must not be occurring. The desired option OP1
through OP11 can now be selected. Each option is described in the topics that follow. Password
entry reduces the possibility of mistakenly altering information. OP3 is the option that is used
for password entry. The password must be correctly entered before access is gained to OP4
through OP Option OP1 and option OP2 are used for viewing information. Option OP1 and
option OP2 are not protected with passwords. The fault log contains a history of the diagnostic
codes. These diagnostic codes have occurred in the generator set system since the last service
diagnostic code clearing. Also, the total number of occurrences are shown on the upper
display. The fault log assists when service personnel are troubleshooting the generator set
system. The CID informs the operator of the component that may have failed. The FMI describes
the type of failure that has occurred. Only inactive diagnostic codes are stored in the fault log.
An active diagnostic code that is programmed to be treated as an alarm fault becomes inactive
when the problem is no longer occurring. If a diagnostic code is logged at 20 hours, then the
code remains logged until the hour meter is at hours. This feature prevents old diagnostic

codes from clogging the fault log, if service personnel have forgotten to clear the fault log after
correcting diagnostic codes. Note: Any active shutdown fault must be made inactive in order to
access service mode. To permanently change a shutdown fault from an active shutdown fault to
an inactive fault, the fault must not be occurring. If more than one diagnostic code is present
then the codes begin scrolling on the display. The diagnostic codes stop scrolling. Diagnostic
codes continue scrolling. The display is now in normal mode. The setpoints are from P through
P and the setpoints are programmable. These setpoints are from P through P and the setpoints
are programmable. None of these items are programmable by service personnel. The following
information is shown on the display. The displayed serial number will always match the number
on the label. The AC factory calibration setpoints contain information that is used during the
factory calibration. These setpoints are not programmable by service personnel. Procedure To
View The Setpoints Note: The engine may be running or the engine may be stopped while the
operator is viewing the setpoints. Note: An active shutdown fault must be made inactive in
order to access service mode. Go to Step 3 in order to view the setpoints that are within OP The
display will show OP or OP Go to Step 3. The ten digit serial number is showing on the display
for OP The next setpoint
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value is showing. Repeat this step until all the desired setpoints and the setpoint values are
viewed. The display returns to the normal mode. The setpoints from P to P are programmable.
Options for the service modes OP4 through OP11 are protected with passwords. The passwords
reduce the possibility of mistakenly altering information. Options OP1 and OP2 are used to view
information. OP1 and OP2 are not protected with passwords. The password cannot be changed.
After the password is entered, the OP4 through OP10 options can be accessed. Note: Any active
shutdown fault must be made inactive in order to access Service Mode. OP 4 is showing. Note:
Once the password is entered, any option can be accessed. The password remains activated
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important slides you want to go back to later. Now customize the name of a clipboard to store
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